
MOMENTUM
gaining   unprecedented

Through   content  marketing



TAKING IT FROM THE TOP 

In the travel space, consumers rule the roost. Netizens 

have changed the way they look at holidays completely 

thanks to disruptive demand-based apps with the vision 

and kahunas to shake up the world around us. Competition 

is not the next big hotel with competitive room prices, but 

travel magazines that offer experiences that bring out their 

wanderlust.

Let’s take a look at how we drove a 

staggering ROI of 5:1 for Starwood Hotels 

(now Marriott), via our Content Marketing 

solution.
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STRATEGY AND GOALS IN A NUTSHELL 

In a sea of saturated content hubs out there, we needed a bigger 

boat. Here’s a ‘run like you stole something’ account of our 

approach.

1. Create MOMENTUM.travel – an online magazine that facilitates 

upper-funnel engagement with aspiring travellers through 

unique content.

2. Dig deep into the key audiences to understand which segments 

carried the highest propensity to engage with our content whilst 

being receptive to remarketing messaging.

3. Reach prospects through paid social activity, influencer 

marketing and content discovery.

4. Remarket prospects to influence consideration and ultimately 

drive bookings.

5. Test & learn to benchmark, measure and iterate the strategy.
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WHO ARE YOU? DEFINING OUR AUDIENCES 

Blood, sweat and tears went into understanding the intent of 

netizens we needed to connect with. 

First-party data was paired with social listening, search 

volume, trends analysis, and qualitative information from 

iProspect’s proprietary audience profiling tools to zero-in on 

segments of the market that revealed the biggest commercial 

opportunities. Such as:

43.1% were active planners and are passionate about 

optimising their experience.

By contrast, 54.5% are influenced by others, backed up by 

40.5% citing they found it hard to make a decision when 

there’s lots of choice.

New and on trend destinations resonated with our audience, 

preferring unique experiences over predictable holidays.



Result

RESULTS
IN JUST 6 MONTHS WE’VE SEEN

1.8 million visits 

31,000 followers on Facebook 

9 million social post engagements 

4+ million video plays 

8,500 bookings 

Leading to $5 MILLION in revenue



VIEW THE WEBSITE: MOMENTUM.TRAVEL VIEW THE VIDEO: CMA AWARDS

http://momentum.travel/
https://vimeo.com/215120731/5417cd7f28



